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Aha found him. Hear Mike, Mark and Izzie speak/woof this afternoon on ipadio, telephones and inclusion
#sraconf http://t.co/rzKkOtgw
10-Dec-12 09:02 | ipadio

Hey @commutiny, hope its a great day #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 09:12 | simonhaslam

Great to be at British Library again for #SRAconf ^ E
10-Dec-12 09:13 | Zerocredit_UK

RT @Andy87c: Anyone interested in administrative data and how data matching tell us more about it? 4.15 this
afternoon! #sraconf
10-Dec-12 09:17 | commutiny

@FaySadro good luck at #SRAConf today. Will be a great session @NatCen
10-Dec-12 09:27 | G_Morrell

Busy confusing myself with 2 twitter identities on the go at same conference, stupid girl! #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 09:27 | cheeryresearch

Busy confusing myself with 2 twitter identities on the go at same conference, stupid girl! #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 09:27 | JenniBrooks

Caffeine and chat before #SRAconf http://t.co/bWL4eXVn
10-Dec-12 09:30 | commutiny

@JenniBrooks Will we be able to detect a change in tweet style Jenni? #SRAconf already looking interesting.
Looking forward to tweets
10-Dec-12 09:32 | Aspirantdiva

Presenting at #SRAConf conference today. Look forward to see what others are making of "Social Research in
the Digital Age"...
10-Dec-12 09:38 | alexvossuk

New social research journal being considered by the SRA. Interesting. #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 09:48 | ProfPeterLynn

If anyone wants to learn more about how to use twitter well at conferences, come and see me at the back of the
auditorium #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 09:52 | commutiny

EXCITING TIMES! “@Andy87c:Anyone interested in administrative data and how data matching tell us more
about it?4.15 this afternoon!#sraconf”
10-Dec-12 09:53 | TallyFischer1

Looking forward to interesting & informative day at Social Research Assoc Annual Conf on Social Research in
the Digital Age #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 09:55 | BeaufortLtd

wondering if it is a good idea to be tweeting about talking about Twitter looking for @clhw1 at #sraconf
10-Dec-12 10:01 | ShirleyEarley

#duecredit @TheSRAOrg excellent report in 2012 - such an important org #SRAconf ^E
10-Dec-12 10:07 | Zerocredit_UK

Very excited to be tweeting live from #sraconf today!
10-Dec-12 10:08 | SRACymru

#SRAConf social research in the digital age starting @britishlibrary follow events via Twitter and continue
discussions after with @NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 10:08 | jess1ecat

RT @ProfPeterLynn: New social research journal being considered by the SRA. Interesting. #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 10:08 | 6W2X

RT @lisa_calderwood: Looking forward to speaking at the #SRAConf 'Social Research in the Digital Age' later
this morning
10-Dec-12 10:08 | CLScohorts

RT @jess1ecat: #SRAConf social research in the digital age starting @britishlibrary follow events via Twitter and
continue discussions after with @NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 10:08 | G_Morrell

Patten Smith, Chair of @TheSRAOrg, is an 'old school' social researcher interested in threats & opportunities
offered by digital. #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 10:10 | commutiny

Happy Birthday to me! Live from the #SRAconf Woo!
10-Dec-12 10:10 | RefinnejEvans

#SRAconf Stop by and say hello at the #NSMNSS stand at the BL
10-Dec-12 10:10 | KMetzlerSAGE

#SRAConf Patten Smith we'll be exploring throughout today how much continuity & change the digital age is
bringing social research #NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 10:10 | jess1ecat

Patten Smith #SRAConf - luddite with own views, particularly interested in threats & opp & extent of continuity in
res design & changes
10-Dec-12 10:10 | soteripa

British Library intro to resources @ #SRAconf ^E
http://t.co/uVPADojg
10-Dec-12 10:12 | Zerocredit_UK

RT @jess1ecat: #SRAConf social research in the digital age starting @britishlibrary follow events via Twitter and
continue discussions after with @NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 10:12 | KMetzlerSAGE

#SRAConf @BLHdSocSci Jude explaining about a range of digital collections and portals available at the BL,
great resources for #NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 10:12 | jess1ecat

Jude England @BLHdSocSci signposting resources for researchers http://t.co/hmEvZJoU #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 10:12 | TheSRAOrg

RT @TheSRAOrg Jude England @BLHdSocSci signposting resources for researchers http://t.co/hzoOwRum …
#SRAconf
10-Dec-12 10:17 | BLRobertDavies

@ProfPeterLynn He also mentioned 'continuity and step-change' and said he has *views* - dunno what that tells
us though #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 10:17 | commutiny

Online resources at British Library #SRAconf ^ E
http://t.co/Pf7SvH9f
10-Dec-12 10:17 | Zerocredit_UK

RT @jess1ecat: #SRAConf @BLHdSocSci Jude explaining about a range of digital collections and portals
available at the BL, great resources for #NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 10:17 | BLRobertDavies

Grant Blank from OII first to speak at #sraconf on opportunities and challenges for digital researchers #NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 10:18 | KMetzlerSAGE

RT @ipadio British library describe amazing resources available for the nations researchers #sraconf
http://t.co/spWt0IRl
10-Dec-12 10:19 | BLRobertDavies

First session on Opportunities and Challenges by Grant Blank from @oiioxford http://t.co/KtAYRejp #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 10:19 | TheSRAOrg

#NSMNSS Grant talking abt the NCRM networks, you can sign up on our stall or by tweeting @NSMNSS or
emailing us NSMNSS@natcen.ac.uk #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 10:19 | jess1ecat

RT @TheSRAOrg: First session on Opportunities and Challenges by Grant Blank from @oiioxford
http://t.co/KtAYRejp #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 10:21 | actualally

@commutiny - #sraconf - twitter feed looking great
10-Dec-12 10:24 | simonhaslam

Yvette Morey @goatgirl74 is telling us about a prohect exploring Digital Methods as Mainstream Methodology
http://t.co/64uVAxUh #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 10:24 | commutiny

.@NSMNSS folk presenting - trying to spell out just what 'digital methods' are and where they come from - often
not academia... #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 10:24 | alexvossuk

#SRAConf Yvette Moray digital research innovation coming from all sectors, are academics keeping up? Need to
build wider inclusive networks.
10-Dec-12 10:25 | jess1ecat

#SRAconf love distinction between natively digital and virtual methods - ^E
10-Dec-12 10:25 | Zerocredit_UK

<< Find out more via @DMMM_NMI for news on emerging themes, interaction with early career researchers and
loads more #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 10:26 | commutiny

Yvette Morey talking about data driven research, if we only research what's already out there, whose voices are
missed? #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 10:29 | cheeryresearch

Yvette Morey talking about data driven research, if we only research what's already out there, whose voices are
missed? #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 10:29 | JenniBrooks

.@NSMNSS mentions distinction between 'big data' and 'thick data' - would be good to have some pointers
#SRAConf
10-Dec-12 10:29 | alexvossuk

Want more from Yvette Morey? Check out http://t.co/VfcWweCz #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 10:29 | TheSRAOrg

#SRAConf Yvette Morey @goatgirl74 asks a pertinent question does the focus on data driven research to the
detriment of other generative res?
10-Dec-12 10:29 | jess1ecat

RT @TheSRAOrg: Want more from Yvette Morey? Check out http://t.co/VfcWweCz #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 10:29 | cheeryresearch

Dr Grant Blank from @oiioxford talking about @NSMNSS network on opportunities for social science of new
social media at #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 10:29 | CLScohorts

Early panic at #sraconf :The seats in British Library are far too comfy...
10-Dec-12 10:29 | theboysmithy

RT @ipadio: British library describe amazing resources available for the nations researchers #sraconf
http://t.co/lljBE3Zg
10-Dec-12 10:30 | TheSRAOrg

Must we use new technologies as a research method? Is there a Qual Vs Quant Vs Digital debate to be had?
#sraconf
10-Dec-12 10:30 | SRACymru

RT @Zerocredit_UK: #SRAconf love distinction between natively digital and virtual methods - ^E
10-Dec-12 10:31 | cheeryresearch

RT @Zerocredit_UK: #SRAconf love distinction between natively digital and virtual methods - ^E
10-Dec-12 10:31 | JenniBrooks

RT @TheSRAOrg: Want more from Yvette Morey? Check out http://t.co/VfcWweCz #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 10:31 | hw88

'New social media, new social science' @tom_braithwaite you would enjoy the #SRAConf i think!
10-Dec-12 10:31 | Andy87c

RT @SRACymru: Must we use new technologies as a research method? Is there a Qual Vs Quant Vs Digital
debate to be had? #sraconf
10-Dec-12 10:31 | Zerocredit_UK

#SRAConf Grant suggests main challenges are for quant not qual methods, what do tweeps think? We're
discussing qual at next #NSMNSS event.
10-Dec-12 10:33 | jess1ecat

RT @jess1ecat: #SRAConf Yvette Moray digital research innovation coming from all sectors, are academics
keeping up? Need to build wider inclusive networks.
10-Dec-12 10:33 | FaySadro

RT @CLScohorts: @lisa_calderwood speaking today at #SRAConf on use of new technology in cohort studies
@commutiny @TheSRAOrg
10-Dec-12 10:34 | francophile16

At #sraconf : Social Research in the Digital Age. Wish you were here @drkellypage !
10-Dec-12 10:34 | CARBS_Research

Social media data strengths #SRAconf not so sure tweet aggregation is so accurate myself? ^E
http://t.co/nsilaT3S
10-Dec-12 10:35 | Zerocredit_UK

Social media data suffers much less from social desirability bias. Really? Evidence? And no sampling frame
problems? Hmm #SRAConf #NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 10:35 | ProfPeterLynn

RT @SRACymru: Must we use new technologies as a research method? Is there a Qual Vs Quant Vs Digital
debate to be had? #sraconf
10-Dec-12 10:36 | commutiny

RT @SRACymru: Must we use new technologies as a research method? Is there a Qual Vs Quant Vs Digital
debate to be had? #sraconf
10-Dec-12 10:37 | DocInsanity

Quarter of population has no internet access. Stumbling block for digital methods? #sraconf
10-Dec-12 10:37 | FaySadro

RT @KMetzlerSAGE: #sraconf Grant Blank says social media has less impact on qual research than quant
#NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 10:37 | soteripa

#SRAConf very well attended - wish NCeSS (remember?) was kicking off now - ESRC funded this years too
early?
10-Dec-12 10:37 | alexvossuk

OK, Grant Blank now pointing out severe limitations of sampling and getting participation via social media.
#SRAConf #NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 10:38 | ProfPeterLynn

RT @FaySadro: Quarter of population has no internet access. Stumbling block for digital methods? #sraconf
10-Dec-12 10:38 | Zerocredit_UK

Good point by Grant Black:Internet users not same as social media users. I'd add there's a big demographic
contrast as well... #sraconf
10-Dec-12 10:39 | theboysmithy

#SRAconf social media research samples are convenience samples ^E
10-Dec-12 10:39 | Zerocredit_UK

RT @commutiny: Great stream coming from #SRAconf. Y'all might find it easier to follow using tweetchat in a
new tab http://t.co/ecGtVqPf
10-Dec-12 10:41 | Zerocredit_UK

RT @Zerocredit_UK: Social media data strengths #SRAconf not so sure tweet aggregation is so accurate
myself? ^E
http://t.co/nsilaT3S

10-Dec-12 10:42 | commutiny

#SRAConf Grant now talking about ethical issues, this has been a major theme in #NSMNSS discussions so far,
we haven't cracked this yet.
10-Dec-12 10:43 | jess1ecat

Privacy expectations among users of social media are often unrealistic, unclear and naive < problematic for social
researchers #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 10:43 | commutiny

Nick Leon @nakedeyelondon & Annie Crowley @DepaulUK to speak in next 5mins at #SRAconf @britishlibrary
#socsci #ethnographic research
10-Dec-12 10:43 | BLRobertDavies

@ShirleyEarley 'big data' is not just about size but also about relationship between size and analysis methods,
complexity #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 10:43 | alexvossuk

#sraconf talking about ethics and privacy with social media research, my experience is a lot of researchers don't
consider it
10-Dec-12 10:44 | ShirleyEarley

Grant Blank suggests effect size as soln to stat sig with lge n. But whatever happened to substantive sig?
#SRAConf #NSMNSS #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 10:44 | ProfPeterLynn

#SRAConf applying f2f ethical guidelines for digital social research isn't straightforward, more debate is needed.
#NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 10:45 | jess1ecat

RT @ShirleyEarley: #sraconf talking about ethics and privacy with social media research, my experience is a lot
of researchers don't consider it
10-Dec-12 10:45 | Zerocredit_UK

@alexvossuk #sraconf I am looking for a source of a definition of what makes something big data
10-Dec-12 10:45 | ShirleyEarley

RT @jess1ecat: #SRAConf applying f2f ethical guidelines for digital social research isn't straightforward, more
debate is needed. #NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 10:45 | FaySadro

Key issue according to Grant Blank: development of theories that would benefit from soc media data remains
paramount. #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 10:46 | GerryNicolaas

#SRAconf Grant points out that ethics committees are inexperienced when it comes to #socialmedia research &
guidelines still rough #NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 10:46 | KMetzlerSAGE

Grant blank says no coherent ethical framework for digital research, ethics committees lack expertise #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 10:46 | cheeryresearch

@ShirleyEarley this comes from computer science but perhaps helps: http://t.co/4IbdEgP4 #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 10:47 | alexvossuk

Plenty of tweets but no questions! #sraconf
10-Dec-12 10:47 | SRACymru

#duecredit #SRAconf content today is supremely thought provoking @Debtology you may want to dip in ^E
10-Dec-12 10:48 | Zerocredit_UK

@ShirleyEarley Good point - I'll have a quick google. Does @oiioxford have any links? #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 10:48 | commutiny

RT @SRACymru: Plenty of tweets but no questions! #sraconf
10-Dec-12 10:48 | Zerocredit_UK

It's all kicked off! By that I mean the #SRAConf Interesting talks. Agree with @theboysmithy - seats are very
comfy!
10-Dec-12 10:49 | SafeMorgan1980

RT @jess1ecat: #SRAConf social research in the digital age starting @britishlibrary follow events via Twitter and
continue discussions after with @NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 10:49 | DrJeremySegrott

#SRAConf next session is from Nick Leon, Naked Eye Research, Maingit Matter: Using video ethnography
#NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 10:50 | jess1ecat

#SRAconf should interest @Gemma_Payplan and @YourMoneyAdvice so hot on digital research methods ^E
10-Dec-12 10:50 | Zerocredit_UK

Just realised I have missed my 10 o'clock crisp break. Apologies now if my stomach starts to rumble... #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 10:51 | SafeMorgan1980

Next presentation on video ethnography by Nick Leon @nakedeyelondon and Annie Crowley from @DepaulUK
#SRAconf
10-Dec-12 10:52 | TheSRAOrg

#SRAConf next up, Nick Leon on video ethnography #NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 10:53 | KMetzlerSAGE

#SRAConf definitions important, video ethnography is about observing in context, but value comes from seeing &
revealing, driving change.
10-Dec-12 10:56 | jess1ecat

#SRAConf What does video do to the methodology of ethnography? Playing back observations to participants
allows for co-discovery of meaning
10-Dec-12 10:59 | KMetzlerSAGE

Finding it very liberating to not feel guilty about staring at my phone in a plenary session at the #sraconf
10-Dec-12 10:59 | SRACymru

RT @KMetzlerSAGE: #SRAConf What does video do to the methodology of ethnography? Playing back
observations to participants allows for co-discovery of meaning
10-Dec-12 11:01 | soteripa

Can video ethography be used to help develop a more intelligent approach to dissmination of research results?
#360 #sraconf
10-Dec-12 11:02 | fryford

Fascinating @nakedeyelondon co-discovery process using video: adding the 'internal' narrative on what people
see themselves doing. #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 11:04 | commutiny

#SRAConf - pres on co-discovery reminds me of things ethnomethodologists talked about a long time ago...
10-Dec-12 11:06 | alexvossuk

@kanedr looking forward to having a look at this... at #SRAConf today ... hopefully Karl will mention something
about it
10-Dec-12 11:07 | soteripa

#SRAConf challenge of video ethno. Takes time to capture natural behav., get over novelty of filming, treat pple
as experts in their lives.
10-Dec-12 11:08 | jess1ecat

This plug socket I found is doing wonders for my phone battery #sraconf
10-Dec-12 11:08 | CARBS_Research

#SRAconf not respondents but participants - ppl taking part in ethnography are treated as experts #duecredit ^E
10-Dec-12 11:08 | Zerocredit_UK

Especially on uncovering the taken for granted and the fact that people know what they are doing any why
#SRAConf
10-Dec-12 11:09 | alexvossuk

Come meet us at the #SRAconf 'Social research in the digital age' today at the British Library. Bekah and Kaisa
at the NCRM stand.
10-Dec-12 11:09 | NCRMUK

@CARBS_Research haha! Sneaky #duecredit #SRAconf ^E
10-Dec-12 11:09 | Zerocredit_UK

RT @FaySadro: Quarter of population has no internet access. Stumbling block for digital methods? #sraconf
10-Dec-12 11:10 | Demystifyadvice

RT @jess1ecat: #SRAConf applying f2f ethical guidelines for digital social research isn't straightforward, more
debate is needed. #NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 11:10 | commutiny

RT @jess1ecat: #SRAConf challenge of video ethno. Takes time to capture natural behav., get over novelty of
filming, treat pple as experts in their lives.
10-Dec-12 11:12 | BLRobertDavies

Ethnographers should treat people as experts rather than participants. Makes a big difference. #sraconf
10-Dec-12 11:12 | jerrylatter

#SRAConf - thanks speaker for sample of old technology, video, using a creative way to understand issues better
on youth and homelessness
10-Dec-12 11:17 | soteripa

#SRAConf - auto ethnographic methods to help reduce interviewer bias...
10-Dec-12 11:19 | soteripa

#sraconf good question from @CarolMcNN about what the real value of video is in video ethnography as
opposed to just a good interview
10-Dec-12 11:20 | KMetzlerSAGE

. @alexvossuk @ShirleyEarley Here's an FAQ on "What is #bigdata?" via @FinancialTimes
http://t.co/7NgZh7PM #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 11:20 | commutiny

#SRAConf - useful reminder: still need to match the best method for the research purpose, context
10-Dec-12 11:20 | soteripa

RT @soteripa: #SRAConf - useful reminder: still need to match the best method for the research purpose,
context
10-Dec-12 11:21 | jess1ecat

#SRAConf - q. are academics being resistant to digital methods? ...
10-Dec-12 11:21 | soteripa

RT @soteripa: #SRAConf - useful reminder: still need to match the best method for the research purpose,
context
10-Dec-12 11:22 | NCRMUK

What are the benefits of visual ethnography over other forms of qualitative research? Good question from
@NatCen researcher #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 11:22 | CLScohorts

RT @soteripa: #SRAConf - q. are academics being resistant to digital methods? ...
10-Dec-12 11:23 | commutiny

#SRAConf - time for tea guys
10-Dec-12 11:24 | soteripa

@commutiny @ShirleyEarley hm... referring to *big* processing power just shifts the problem? #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 11:24 | alexvossuk

#SRAConf heading to coffee am, do pop by the #NSMNSS stall.
10-Dec-12 11:26 | jess1ecat

First session was fast, rich and deep. Now breaking for coffee, thanks to tweeters. Please keep it up in workshop
sessions :-) #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 11:26 | TheSRAOrg

#SRAconf fab question about ownership of ethnographic data and so relevant to digital privacy rights ^E
10-Dec-12 11:27 | Zerocredit_UK

#SRAconf http://t.co/3NMHJQ40
10-Dec-12 11:38 | commutiny

Looking forward to studying Twitter session at the #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 11:48 | C_L_Sinn

Hoping to learn new things at the #SRAconf data visualisation workshop. #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 11:50 | GerryNicolaas

Choice of 4 workshops now battery #SRAconf. I'm in the data visualisation track #dataviz
10-Dec-12 11:50 | commutiny

#SRAconf in data collection workshop & mixed / multi modes ^E
10-Dec-12 11:52 | Zerocredit_UK

Now at @ShirleyEarley and my presentation slot at #sraconf. Shirley presenting, me tweeting and supporting
from sidelines. #ucldh
10-Dec-12 11:52 | clhw1

Jerry Latter - industry has data by the bucketload, but slow on the uptake to make use of data visualisation
#SRAconf
10-Dec-12 11:52 | goatgirl74

Ian Jarvis: uptake of data visualisation has been slow because expectations were too high - too costly for most
research projects. #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 11:53 | GerryNicolaas

Data visualisation requires data, design and a story, explains the team from @IpsosMORI #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 11:54 | commutiny

Apps as good way of packaging and disseminating visual data - e.g. National Readership Survey #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 11:55 | goatgirl74

#SRAconf mixed modes either reduce costs or increase response rates- not both^E
10-Dec-12 11:55 | Zerocredit_UK

RT @clhw1: Now at @ShirleyEarley and my presentation slot at #sraconf. Shirley presenting, me tweeting and
supporting from sidelines. #ucldh
10-Dec-12 11:55 | networkedres

#SRAConf- data visualisation... had data for a while, so still a question on timelag re: presenting visually... some
excellent stuff Ipsos
10-Dec-12 11:56 | soteripa

@clhw1 @ShirleyEarley Do you have relevant links I can share? Are your slides online yet? #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 11:56 | commutiny

RT @commutiny: Data visualisation requires data, design and a story, explains the team from @IpsosMORI
#SRAconf
10-Dec-12 11:56 | soteripa

#SRAConf - making data visually appealing can sometimes reveal the story in the process...
10-Dec-12 12:00 | soteripa

Can be hard to discover methods ppl use in papers re Twitter, espec if there is no methods section... #sraconf
10-Dec-12 12:01 | clhw1

#sraconf 21% of papers they surveyed on twitter research looking at users and relationships #NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 12:02 | KMetzlerSAGE

RT @clhw1: Can be hard to discover methods ppl use in papers re Twitter, espec if there is no methods section...
#sraconf
10-Dec-12 12:02 | commutiny

RT @kaisaph: In Data vis & communicating research session at #SRAconf Ipsos talking abt using apps to
disseminate research. Why app and not mobile site?
10-Dec-12 12:03 | commutiny

In Twitter session at #SRAconf . Always interesting to see academics tackling new web platforms ...
10-Dec-12 12:03 | theboysmithy

#sraconf 61% of academic papers on twitter they looked at were interested in the content of tweets #NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 12:04 | KMetzlerSAGE

MT @mrukresearch: Understanding challenges opportunities & biases of photographic data, how photos
influence perception of poverty #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:05 | commutiny

...I certainly remember seeing a talk years ago about how this new 'google' thing wd never work because of lack
of z539 compliance #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:05 | theboysmithy

RT @clhw1: Now at @ShirleyEarley and my presentation slot at #sraconf. Shirley presenting, me tweeting and
supporting from sidelines. #ucldh
10-Dec-12 12:06 | 6W2X

Over 80% of abstracts don't discuss data- size, type, sources etc. Some not even in the paper itself. #sraconf
10-Dec-12 12:06 | clhw1

For linguistic analysis of twitter check out http://t.co/kJa8gD1j
#SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:06 | C_L_Sinn

Loads of detail on your slides @jerrylatter - are they online anywhere? #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:07 | commutiny

We regard a large Twitter dataset as one of over 1 million. Over this, you need automated methods for analysis
#sraconf
10-Dec-12 12:07 | clhw1

RT @C_L_Sinn: For linguistic analysis of twitter check out http://t.co/kJa8gD1j
#SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:08 | Zerocredit_UK

RT @GerryNicolaas: Hannah Bellamy: design of data visualisation should be unobtrusive and honest. #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:10 | goatgirl74

Hannah Bellamy from Ipsos: Good design is unobtrusive and honest. This applies to communication design as
well as to other design #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:10 | NCRMUK

RT @soteripa: #SRAConf - graphic is essential in good design for data.... BUT DONT 4GET THE DATA and
what it means
10-Dec-12 12:10 | commutiny

#sraconf talking about Twitter - forgot to say researchers need to budget for collecting tweets
10-Dec-12 12:12 | ShirleyEarley

RT @clhw1: Over 80% of abstracts don't discuss data- size, type, sources etc. Some not even in the paper itself.
#sraconf
10-Dec-12 12:12 | omurphy16

Ian Jarvis: Look at data journalists for good examples of data visualisation. #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:12 | GerryNicolaas

Data journalism only industry that has done data visualisation well thus far - academics, other researchers need
to embrace it #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:13 | goatgirl74

RT @commutiny: Choice of 4 workshops now battery #SRAconf. I'm in the data visualisation track #dataviz
10-Dec-12 12:14 | visualligence

#sraconf @alexvossuk talking about Twitter and the London riots, data based on hashtags
#nohashtagppldontnoticeyou
10-Dec-12 12:14 | ShirleyEarley

RT @omurphy16: RT @clhw1: Over 80% of abstracts don't discuss data- size, type, sources etc. Some not even
in the paper itself. #sraconf
10-Dec-12 12:14 | dariodoubleL

The research world needs computer scientists to write code to collect tweets #sraconf
10-Dec-12 12:15 | ShirleyEarley

.@soteripa Yes, far too many flashy infoposters around these days which distort the data and are not true
infographics #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:16 | commutiny

#sraconf Andy Voss challenges of collecting data on twitter: #tags miss things, geographic info often missing
#NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 12:17 | KMetzlerSAGE

Workshops now running on Data Collection with @ProfPeterLynn and @lisa_calderwood and Visual methods
with @CarolMcNN @FaySadro #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:17 | TheSRAOrg

.@alexvossuk presenting study of riots on Twitter- how do rumours develop? With v large corpus (2.6M) how to
code most effectively? #sraconf
10-Dec-12 12:20 | clhw1

#SRAConf - infographics risks information overload... my suspicion, these need to complement textual
information to understand the data..
10-Dec-12 12:23 | soteripa

Brave New World morning workshop with @ShirleyEarley @clhw1 and @alexvossuk looking at Twitter, how to
study it and use as data #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:24 | TheSRAOrg

This is quite weird, almost nobody but me and @ShirleyEarley tweeting in this session. How very different from a
DH conference #sraconf
10-Dec-12 12:24 | clhw1

#SRAConf @FaySadro & @NatCen team used photovoice elicitation to provide voice for pple who might not tell
their stories otherwise.
10-Dec-12 12:25 | jess1ecat

RT @goatgirl74 RT @GerryNicolaas: Hannah Bellamy: design of data visualisation should be unobtrusive and
honest. #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:27 | jerrylatter

We are at the #SRAConf today, our stall is under the rolling tweet display do come and visit us @NSMNSS
#NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 12:27 | NSMNSS

V interesting visualisation of tweeted rumours- looks rather like cultures in Petrie dishes. maybe they are #viral
applies to both. #sraconf
10-Dec-12 12:27 | clhw1

.@clhw1 There are *loads* of tweeters at #SRAconf compared to most Social Research events. Find them here
https://t.co/9hCgPLRr
10-Dec-12 12:27 | commutiny

Funding from JISC for a workbench of tools for studying Twitter. Sounds great. When can we take a look?
@alexvossuk #sraconf
10-Dec-12 12:28 | clhw1

Making bite-sized information from plates of spaghetti #SRAconf http://t.co/HJxV6DjG
10-Dec-12 12:29 | goatgirl74

. @clhw1 @ShirleyEarley glad you are tweeting tho I cannot be everywhere at once #toogoodconf #SRAconf ^E
10-Dec-12 12:29 | Zerocredit_UK

PS @clhw1 @ShirleyEarley Y'all are doing a great job! This is going to be a tricky thing to Storify later :-)
#SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:30 | commutiny

JISC funded workbench of tools for analysing Twitter coming soon @alexvossuk #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:30 | ShirleyEarley

RT @goatgirl74: Making bite-sized information from plates of spaghetti #SRAconf http://t.co/HJxV6DjG
10-Dec-12 12:30 | commutiny

@commutiny I am used to almost literally the entire audience with laptops or iPads or phones out. Depends on
relative idea of loads #sraconf
10-Dec-12 12:31 | clhw1

RT @NSMNSS: We are at the #SRAConf today, our stall is under the rolling tweet display do come and visit us
@NSMNSS #NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 12:35 | KMetzlerSAGE

@kevingashley @ShirleyEarley hmm - last used eventifier for #MALG12 - #SRAconf ^E
10-Dec-12 12:35 | Zerocredit_UK

#SRAConf lots of practical advice on navigating ethics of photo voice elicitation from @sjhaywood talking about
two recent @NatCen studies.
10-Dec-12 12:35 | jess1ecat

#SRAConf Nicki Senior, UoManch - whistle-stop tour to encourage those academic luddites like us to think tech,
think visual, show data
10-Dec-12 12:35 | soteripa

Sure. @clhw1 Bet you mainly do digital. My exp. is academic/organisers struggle with backchannel/amplification.
Am working on it! #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:36 | commutiny

@lisa_calderwood showing how web-based EHCs work. Looks demanding, but apparently people cope ok
#SRAConf
10-Dec-12 12:36 | ProfPeterLynn

#SRAconf do wonder how digital data collection as cost saver accommodates ppl who are functionally illiterate or
innumerate ^E
10-Dec-12 12:37 | Zerocredit_UK

.@alexvossuk calling for hybrid skillset, digital & trad research, linking both. Surely he's describing digital
humanities:) #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:37 | clhw1

Really torn today between two great back channels one #TJ12 & #SRAConf but I'm at the SRAso it wins, will be
playing # catch up later!
10-Dec-12 12:38 | jess1ecat

Alex Voss: importance of 'hybrid skills' - big educational implications #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:39 | theboysmithy

RT @ShirleyEarley: The research world needs computer scientists to write code to collect tweets #sraconf [cc
@mhawksey, @psychemedia]
10-Dec-12 12:39 | iamcreative

@jess1ecat understand! What's the common ground between #TJ12 and #SRAConf ?
#collaborativelearningevents
10-Dec-12 12:40 | ChangeContinuum

#SRAConf watching digital stories made by participants, very powerful, can see how they can be used for
advocacy and campaigning impact.
10-Dec-12 12:40 | jess1ecat

Is data visualisation relevant/appropriate for qualitative research? #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:40 | goatgirl74

RT @ShirleyEarley: The research world needs computer scientists to write code to collect tweets #sraconf
10-Dec-12 12:42 | 6W2X

#sraconf how many times do we need to have this conversation?? #bigdata can only answer certain types of
questions! #NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 12:46 | KMetzlerSAGE

RT @Andy87c: Anyone interested in administrative data and how data matching tell us more about it? 4.15 this
afternoon! #sraconf
10-Dec-12 12:47 | JDFrend

@ChangeContinuum lots we're looking at social research in the digital age, so looking at socmed here too, value
& role #SRAConf #TJ12
10-Dec-12 12:47 | jess1ecat

@jess1ecat sounds like learning, engagement and social media use could be rich common ground for both
#TJ12 & #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 12:49 | ChangeContinuum

Using facebook to trace survey sample members seems far less popular with @CLScohorts team than some
other surveys #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 12:51 | ProfPeterLynn

A full morning just flew by! Back after lunch with Alan Smith of @statisticsONS on "Intelligent Outreach:
Visualising the Census" #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 12:54 | TheSRAOrg

RT @SRACymru: Must we use new technologies as a research method? Is there a Qual Vs Quant Vs Digital
debate to be had? #sraconf
10-Dec-12 13:03 | BeaufortLtd

Hooray! @commutiny has got us started on @slideshare http://t.co/1TyDXMMA Any #SRAconf speakers got
anything more to share?
10-Dec-12 13:17 | TheSRAOrg

RT @TheSRAOrg: Hooray! @commutiny has got us started on @slideshare http://t.co/1TyDXMMA Any
#SRAconf speakers got anything more to share?
10-Dec-12 13:18 | commutiny

RT @ProfPeterLynn: @lisa_calderwood showing how web-based EHCs work. Looks demanding, but apparently
people cope ok #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 13:18 | CLScohorts

#SRAConf great audience for my whistlestop workshop on creating interactive graphs! Hope some will give it a
go!
10-Dec-12 13:23 | NickiSenior

RT @KMetzlerSAGE: #sraconf how many times do we need to have this conversation?? #bigdata can only
answer certain types of questions! #NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 13:26 | BrindlePatrick

RT @KMetzlerSAGE: #SRAConf What does video do to the methodology of ethnography? Playing back
observations to participants allows for co-discovery of meaning
10-Dec-12 13:29 | BrindlePatrick

All the big issues of the last 30 years, visualised by @IpsosMORI http://t.co/41jzy5nF HT @jerrylatter
#infographic #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 13:29 | commutiny

RT @Andy87c: 'New social media, new social science' @tom_braithwaite you would enjoy the #SRAConf i think!
10-Dec-12 13:41 | tom_braithwaite

Plenty of human interaction at #SRAConf despite unprecedented level of tweeting. Social research very much
alive in the UK.
10-Dec-12 13:54 | ProfPeterLynn

#SRAConf totally agree with @theboysmithy we can do better with how we harness technology to improve how
people consume our data.
10-Dec-12 13:55 | jess1ecat

#SRAconf - Alan Smith ONS - data released by paper, then PDF ... what will 2011 bring us?
10-Dec-12 13:57 | soteripa

#sraconf @theboysmithy - academics need to use technology to improve the way public can use their research
10-Dec-12 13:57 | KMetzlerSAGE

RT @ProfPeterLynn: Plenty of human interaction at #SRAConf despite unprecedented level of tweeting. Social
research very much alive in the UK.
10-Dec-12 13:57 | commutiny

Number of references to data journalism at #SRAConf - hm... interesting, just been thinking about digital methods
in SocSci and journalism
10-Dec-12 13:59 | alexvossuk

RT @KMetzlerSAGE: #sraconf @theboysmithy - academics need to use technology to improve the way public
can use their research
10-Dec-12 13:59 | soteripa

@lisa_calderwood talking at #SRAConf about web event history calendar on NCDS, Facebook tracing on BCS70
and Smartphones for time-use on MCS
10-Dec-12 13:59 | CLScohorts

Read an interview with @theboysmithy about his work on Data #Visualisation @statisticsONS
http://t.co/bNh8udTP #SRAconf via @visualisingdata
10-Dec-12 13:59 | commutiny

“@KMetzlerSAGE: #sraconf @theboysmithy - academics need to use technology to improve the way public can
use their research”
10-Dec-12 14:01 | NSMNSS

Data comparisons of Census 2012 data #SRAconf interactive #ftw ^E
http://t.co/vtW2vsBO
10-Dec-12 14:02 | Zerocredit_UK

#SRAConf - okay Alan Smith is selling this visualising data comparisons to me!!! Liking the Christmas tree of
employment
10-Dec-12 14:02 | soteripa

RT @commutiny: Read an interview with @theboysmithy about his work on Data #Visualisation @statisticsONS
http://t.co/bNh8udTP #SRAconf via @visualisingdata
10-Dec-12 14:02 | soteripa

RT @GerryNicolaas: Hannah Bellamy: design of data visualisation should be unobtrusive and honest. #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 14:03 | NSMNSS

RT @FaySadro: Quarter of population has no internet access. Stumbling block for digital methods? #sraconf
10-Dec-12 14:03 | NSMNSS

#SRAConf @theboysmithy census visualisation has changed hugely, storytelling really important, as is providing
accessible insights via web.
10-Dec-12 14:06 | NSMNSS

#sraconf liking what the ONS has done with visualisation to help us dig into census data! http://t.co/90N7ZvVM
10-Dec-12 14:06 | KMetzlerSAGE

Great tools for visualisation of census data presented by Alan Smith @ONS #sraconf
10-Dec-12 14:06 | Shminkleberry

Alan Smith of ONS showing visualisations of census data at #SRAConf, talks about ONS viz syndicating to BBC,
Guardian, Telegraf
10-Dec-12 14:08 | alexvossuk

The internet is not a level playing field, where your information lives makes a huge difference to who sees it.
Syndicate & share! #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 14:08 | commutiny

Census data visualisation tweets go viral #SRAconf ^E
http://t.co/9aqsShlr
10-Dec-12 14:09 | Zerocredit_UK

#SRAConf @theboysmithy showing how important digital outreach is in releasing new data, if the data is
presented well pple will use it.
10-Dec-12 14:09 | NSMNSS

RT @KMetzlerSAGE: #sraconf liking what the ONS has done with visualisation to help us dig into census data!
http://t.co/90N7ZvVM
10-Dec-12 14:09 | alexvossuk

. @theboysmithy is busy making my presentation look slightly clunky - come for the words instead! #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 14:09 | Andy87c

#SRAconf - Alan on Statistics and Animation it's making sense, showing potential of storytelling to a wider
audience
10-Dec-12 14:10 | soteripa

RT @NSMNSS: #SRAConf @theboysmithy showing how important digital outreach is in releasing new data, if
the data is presented well pple will use it.
10-Dec-12 14:10 | jess1ecat

RT @KMetzlerSAGE: #sraconf liking what the ONS has done with visualisation to help us dig into census data!
http://t.co/90N7ZvVM
10-Dec-12 14:11 | NCRMUK

Depends what you want to do @soteripa Start by asking Data Dave @kanedr'll know who's serious about
visualising #thirdsector data #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 14:11 | commutiny

@commutiny thanks tho #duecredit for great content must go to #SRAconf ^ E
10-Dec-12 14:12 | Zerocredit_UK

#SRAConf content needs to be syndicatable quality professional & useable for best impact. Echoes
@BBCMarkEaston at @NatCen event last week
10-Dec-12 14:13 | jess1ecat

Great re-energising session by @theboysmithy making Census data intelligent, useful, fun, informative - visually
and with audio! #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 14:18 | TheSRAOrg

RT @KMetzlerSAGE: #sraconf liking what the ONS has done with visualisation to help us dig into census data!
http://t.co/90N7ZvVM
10-Dec-12 14:19 | CALLS_Hub

Q: Good quality data visualisation is difficult and expensive, right? A: Maybe, but it can also be very good value
for money. #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 14:21 | commutiny

What price impact? It's about making an impact and making sure data gets used widely, data viz must be worth
the investment... #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 14:22 | jess1ecat

RT @Andy87c: . @theboysmithy is busy making my presentation look slightly clunky - come for the words
instead! #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 14:22 | SafeMorgan1980

#sraconf question on how expensive ONS visualisation of census was. Ha! drop in the ocean compared to cost of
doing the census I'd expect!
10-Dec-12 14:23 | KMetzlerSAGE

Stats data visualisation tools are definitely worth the money and not as costly as one might think @theboysmithy
#sraconf
10-Dec-12 14:24 | Shminkleberry

Is it just me, or does @theboysmithy look a bit like Timmy Mallett with a beard? #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 14:25 | CARBS_Research

#sraconf and money spent on that boosted engagement from public with the data #impact
10-Dec-12 14:26 | KMetzlerSAGE

Now hearing from Vanessa Cuthill with a perspective from @ESRC about how the digital age unlocks new
research opportunities #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 14:27 | TheSRAOrg

RT @KMetzlerSAGE: #sraconf question on how expensive ONS visualisation of census was. Ha! drop in the
ocean compared to cost of doing the census I'd expect!
10-Dec-12 14:30 | GerryNicolaas

@CLOSER_UK Great talk at #SRAConf by @theboysmithy about how syndicating an interactive visualisation
tool transformed impact of Census data
10-Dec-12 14:30 | CLScohorts

Vanessa Cuthill from @ESRC talking to #SRAConf about the value of the @CLScohorts and the new
enhancement programme @CLOSER_UK
10-Dec-12 14:32 | CLScohorts

The only way is Essex #sraconf
10-Dec-12 14:32 | fryford

RT @CLScohorts: Vanessa Cuthill from @ESRC talking to #SRAConf about the value of the @CLScohorts and
the new enhancement programme @CLOSER_UK
10-Dec-12 14:33 | GerryNicolaas

#maptube is great ... #SRAConf http://t.co/eFDHFdk9
10-Dec-12 14:37 | theboysmithy

RT @theboysmithy: #maptube is great ... #SRAConf http://t.co/eFDHFdk9
10-Dec-12 14:40 | soteripa

RT @theboysmithy: #maptube is great ... #SRAConf http://t.co/eFDHFdk9
10-Dec-12 14:42 | RSSCSE

#SRAConf @ESRC about to open small call for funding around social media research, #eyespeeled...
10-Dec-12 14:43 | jess1ecat

RT @jess1ecat: #SRAConf @ESRC about to open small call for funding around social media research,
#eyespeeled...
10-Dec-12 14:45 | NSMNSS

'Big data' is all the rage at #sraconf - govt keen on UK wide evidence bases. But how affordable is this in age of
austerity?
10-Dec-12 14:45 | jerrylatter

Aarrgghh, still can't decide which afternoon workshop to go to! Want to be in 2 places at once #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 14:46 | cheeryresearch

Aarrgghh, still can't decide which afternoon workshop to go to! Want to be in 2 places at once #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 14:46 | JenniBrooks

@JackieCarter yes I can, but probably best not in a tweet. Short answer is no interest shown re event data. Are
you at #SRAconf today?
10-Dec-12 14:47 | commutiny

#SRAConf - Vanessa Cuthill gives us a whistle-stop tour on changing landscape of social research and need to
upskill to exploit dig big data
10-Dec-12 14:47 | soteripa

@ProfPeterLynn @commutiny “Plenty #SRAConf human interaction despite tweeting”: poll-troll to see how many
say twitter IS interaction? ;)
10-Dec-12 14:48 | tmccormick

RT @jess1ecat: #SRAConf social research in the digital age starting @britishlibrary follow events via Twitter and
continue discussions after with @NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 14:49 | shirleyayres

RT @jess1ecat: #SRAConf social research in the digital age starting @britishlibrary follow events via Twitter and
continue discussions after with @NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 14:49 | discussorg

"@jess1ecat: #SRAConf @ESRC about to open small call for funding around social media research,
#eyespeeled..." Then they need to do it soon!
10-Dec-12 14:52 | G_Morrell

.@commutiny plus goal of discoverability through effective titles, tags, keywords & SEO as well as contextual
redistribution :) #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 14:52 | andrewspong

RT @CLScohorts: Vanessa Cuthill from @ESRC talking to #SRAConf about the value of the @CLScohorts and
the new enhancement programme @CLOSER_UK
10-Dec-12 15:08 | melb4886

Excitement building ahead of potentially the best presentation of the day - go @Andy87c !! #ONSRules
#SRAConf
10-Dec-12 15:09 | SafeMorgan1980

Tea time at #SRAconf http://t.co/MpAb0375
10-Dec-12 15:10 | commutiny

RT @jerrylatter: 'Big data' is all the rage at #sraconf - govt keen on UK wide evidence bases. But how affordable
is this in age of austerity?
10-Dec-12 15:14 | Zerocredit_UK

RT @jess1ecat: #SRAConf @ESRC about to open small call for funding around social media research,
#eyespeeled...
10-Dec-12 15:14 | goatgirl74

@theboysmithy @commutiny “Professional content should be the standard for data viz”: should only
professionals like you do it? #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 15:15 | tmccormick

Afternoon sessions include Heather Wardle of @NatCen with a case study of gambling, gaming and the digital
world #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 15:20 | TheSRAOrg

#SRAConf listening to @NatCen colleague Heather Wardle talking about increasingly complex society & our
changing r'ship with technology.
10-Dec-12 15:21 | jess1ecat

"Deep Data: Qualitative Approaches to E-Research in the Digital Age." Check out @einterview's refs & more
http://t.co/SETLSUiI. #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 15:23 | TheSRAOrg

Heather Wardle talking about 'knowing capitalism' & implications for social research - how do we broaden our
reach as researchers? #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 15:23 | goatgirl74

#SRAConf -technology can increase access for those with disabilities into mainstream activities, equally it can
marginalise
10-Dec-12 15:24 | soteripa

I'm speaking at #sraconf on research and the digital world later. My take will be impact of tech on researcher, not
just their research
10-Dec-12 15:25 | karlwilding

RT @karlwilding: I'm speaking at #sraconf on research and the digital world later. My take will be impact of tech
on researcher, not just their research
10-Dec-12 15:26 | NickOckenden

#SRAConf Heather talking about convergence of online gaming & gambling, blurring boundaries yet gaming not
subject yet to same regulation.
10-Dec-12 15:29 | jess1ecat

Data collection theme this afternoon features @mrukresearch on real-time qualitative data and @andy87c on
record matching #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 15:31 | TheSRAOrg

RT @CLScohorts: At #SRAConf hearing from UK Commission for Emp & Skills on open data project using
visualisation across diff employment surveys @CLOSER_UK
10-Dec-12 15:37 | Michel1eH

How #socialwork academics are using #socialmedia to support student learning @HEAcademy
http://t.co/aa8yu3HA #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 15:38 | shirleyayres

#sraconf Sessions on data visualisation today. I'll mention I'm taking part in a (free) #MOOC on this to learn
more: http://t.co/f6NN7aGe
10-Dec-12 15:38 | karlwilding

@theboysmithy @commutiny is/could there be a crowdsource/community for ppl w/data-viz needs to get
suggestions from enthusiasts? #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 15:39 | tmccormick

RT @CLScohorts: At #SRAConf hearing from UK Commission for Emp & Skills on open data project using
visualisation across diff employment surveys @CLOSER_UK
10-Dec-12 15:41 | OpenDataIT

RT @karlwilding: #sraconf Sessions on data visualisation today. I'll mention I'm taking part in a (free) #MOOC on
this to learn more: http://t.co/f6NN7aGe
10-Dec-12 15:42 | KMetzlerSAGE

@tmccormick @theboysmithy @commutiny #SRAconf < isnt that Twitter? But its a good point about how we
connect ppl. See Knight Foundation too
10-Dec-12 15:43 | karlwilding

RT @CLScohorts: At #SRAConf hearing from UK Commission for Emp & Skills on open data project using
visualisation across diff employment surveys @CLOSER_UK
10-Dec-12 15:45 | CLOSER_UK

Multimedia theme continues with Mike Brace and @TPTGeneral talking about @ipadio for phonecasting
http://t.co/3LquYGy9 #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 15:45 | TheSRAOrg

RT @CLScohorts: Vanessa Cuthill from @ESRC talking to #SRAConf about the value of the @CLScohorts and
the new enhancement programme @CLOSER_UK
10-Dec-12 15:45 | CLOSER_UK

RT @CLScohorts: @CLOSER_UK Great talk at #SRAConf by @theboysmithy about how syndicating an
interactive visualisation tool transformed impact of Census data
10-Dec-12 15:45 | CLOSER_UK

RT @jess1ecat: #SRAConf social research in the digital age starting @britishlibrary follow events via Twitter and
continue discussions after with @NSMNSS
10-Dec-12 15:46 | tmccormick

#SRAConf @einterview is Skyping in to our session to talk about deep data, great to see another #NSMNSS
network member talking today.
10-Dec-12 15:46 | jess1ecat

#SRAconf - Dr Mark Smith commenting on future of research 'the research future is mobile'
10-Dec-12 15:46 | soteripa

RT @jess1ecat: #SRAConf @einterview is Skyping in to our session to talk about deep data, great to see
another #NSMNSS network member talking today.
10-Dec-12 15:46 | NSMNSS

@karlwilding @theboysmithy @commutiny #SRAconf: could start w/hashtag, e.g. #datavizneed, phaps other
community structures evolve. @noahi
10-Dec-12 15:52 | tmccormick

RT @jess1ecat: #SRAConf watching digital stories made by participants, very powerful, can see how they can be
used for advocacy and campaigning impact.
10-Dec-12 15:52 | FaySadro

#shelter have done great job of combining govt data on #homelessness on their website for #access #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 15:53 | Michel1eH

RT @karlwilding: #sraconf In prep for today I thought this was good: how Google will disrupt the market
#research industry: http://t.co/3ui0J0N9 #tech
10-Dec-12 15:53 | AASC2

.@commutiny @tmccormick @theboysmithy #SRAconf For a community of data analysts, wranglers, visualisers
try the fab http://t.co/Gm7TqWFr
10-Dec-12 15:53 | karlwilding

RT @tmccormick: @karlwilding @theboysmithy @commutiny #SRAconf: could start w/hashtag, e.g.
#datavizneed, phaps other community structures evolve. @noahi
10-Dec-12 15:54 | noahi

Great talk at #SRAConf from @Shelter about creating a databank by harvesting housing data from
@statisticsONS and other govt departments
10-Dec-12 15:54 | CLScohorts

#SRAconf @soteripa In digital circles the future has been mobile for 10+ years. With social' tech plus geolocation
you now get "SoLoMo"
10-Dec-12 15:56 | commutiny

RT @CLScohorts: Great talk at #SRAConf from @Shelter about creating a databank by harvesting housing data
from @statisticsONS and other govt departments
10-Dec-12 15:56 | commutiny

Check out the maps on #shelter website of rents in London #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 15:57 | Michel1eH

#SRAconf @soteripa Much as I love Twitter, I think the internet's greatest gift to researchers has been the RSS
feed. Period. Discuss...
10-Dec-12 15:57 | karlwilding

#sraconf have to say I always worry when to talking to an audience of researchers as I haven't done any for
bloody years
10-Dec-12 15:58 | karlwilding

+1 MT @karlwilding: @tmccormick @theboysmithy For community of data analysts, wranglers, visualisers try
@OKFN http://t.co/E111KLq8 #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 15:59 | commutiny

#SRAconf - what living on meagre pittance looks like..necessities of life video, Simon Pemberton shows and tells
10-Dec-12 16:01 | soteripa

Agree - I collect 1000+ blog posts a week in Reader - searchable too! "@karlwilding: @soteripa the greatest gift
is the RSS feed #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 16:02 | commutiny

@NickOckenden Thanks for the follow - would love to talk #thirdsector research and social media some time, do
say hello at #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 16:11 | commutiny

RT @karlwilding: #sraconf Sessions on data visualisation today. I'll mention I'm taking part in a (free) #MOOC on
this to learn more: http://t.co/f6NN7aGe
10-Dec-12 16:12 | theboysmithy

Good Chairing is important! Not great when a session continues right through the tea-break and into the next
session! #SRAConf @TheSRAOrg
10-Dec-12 16:15 | ProfPeterLynn

RT @ShirleyEarley: JISC funded workbench of tools for analysing Twitter coming soon @alexvossuk #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 16:16 | nataliepicken

@commutiny Would be great to catch-up - #SRAconf giving me loads of ideas for new ways to research
volunteering
10-Dec-12 16:17 | NickOckenden

#SRAConf See visuals and references re.Deep Data and qual e-research: http://t.co/sm7sHkS2.
10-Dec-12 16:20 | einterview

#SRAConf I'll be heading home soon, thanks for a great day, anyone who'd like to continue exploring digital
methods do join #NSMNSS network.
10-Dec-12 16:21 | jess1ecat

Richard Bartholome: GSR conservative for good reasons; e.g. concerns about representativeness, #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 16:25 | GerryNicolaas

Final session is a panel with @Michel1eH @karlwilding and Richard Bartholomew, joint head of the Government
Social Research Service #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 16:25 | TheSRAOrg

So proud of my datamess! RT @goatgirl74 Making bite-sized information from plates of spaghetti #SRAconf
http://t.co/qWk5XGHd @ipsosmori
10-Dec-12 16:26 | jerrylatter

#SRAconf-panel session: futile 2 fight technology but worth remembering major challenge 'not knowing what
sampling from'-does it matter
10-Dec-12 16:27 | soteripa

Last #SRAconf session: Richard Bartholomew (GSR) Michelle Harrison (TNS-BMRB) Karl Wilding (NCVO)
&Patten Smith (Ipsos) http://t.co/Z1zHcchJ
10-Dec-12 16:28 | NCRMUK

Provocations: Will the future be about making better use of our existing databases? What will digital natives do
differently? #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 16:29 | commutiny

#SRAconf @karlwilding culture shift from switch off to switch on phone at conferences, mixing and mashing
different data and research ...
10-Dec-12 16:30 | soteripa

.@karlwilding wonders if data mashups and the refrain 'seek forgiveness, not permission' will be a culture shock
for the academy #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 16:31 | commutiny

True. MT @commutiny: RSS is *the* most useful, accessible 'net tool yet hidden in plain sight. @karlwilding is
right to remind us #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 16:41 | beandoesdigital

Anyone from twitter got a question for the panel? I'll be happy to pass it on :-) #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 16:43 | commutiny

Michelle Harrison @tns-bmrb reckons there will soon be a paradigm shift in social research towards mobile
methods and apps #sraconf
10-Dec-12 16:44 | Shminkleberry

Themes today include opportunities & challenges for social research "in the digital era", data visualisation, big
data, multimedia. #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 16:45 | commutiny

"I don't think there's been a paradigm shift, but incremental evolution." @Michel1eH on use of digital in research
#sraconf
10-Dec-12 16:45 | jerrylatter

#SRAconf:not a paradigm shift-its incremental evolution, not revolution. where there is parad. shift = mob. techn
esp. remote rural regions
10-Dec-12 16:49 | soteripa

RT @commutiny: "RSS is single biggest useful tool the web has given to any researcher" <truth not provocation
@karlwilding #SRAconf <yes
10-Dec-12 16:49 | watfordgap

#SRAconf - I love the term 'mashing up data' ...
10-Dec-12 16:50 | soteripa

Will government #opendata be more than 'the ordinary citizen' can handle? Too big or complex? Optimists and
skeptics discuss at #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 16:50 | commutiny

Last session at #SRAConf is panel discussion with @karlwilding @Michel1eH & Richard Bartholomew about
implications of digital for research
10-Dec-12 16:50 | CLScohorts

#sraconf the politics of #bigdata and #opendata not really on the agenda here today. I'm Missing @Flygirltwo!
10-Dec-12 16:53 | KMetzlerSAGE

Should @TheSRAOrg become guardians and champions of quality in social research? Is this the right response
to 'open' trends? #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 16:56 | commutiny

#SRAconf -panel session is it technology or imagination that helps with making these data comprehensible
10-Dec-12 16:56 | soteripa

1. No prize for most tweets. 2. No WKD at drinks reception. That's it, I'm off. Thanks for the memories #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 16:58 | SafeMorgan1980

@commutiny: 2much 2handle for most, but that misses the point. If a few use it well, it will be worthwhile: QC
issue tho. #SRAConf #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 16:58 | ProfPeterLynn

#SRAconf - thanks guys, feeling out of my depth but willing to brush up skill 2 harness potential of technology and
bring data to the public
10-Dec-12 17:03 | soteripa

Formal proceedings are over. Thanks to all speakers, supporters, sponsors, members and followers for making
our conference great. #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 17:03 | TheSRAOrg

RT @GerryNicolaas: Lisa Calderwood mentions NCRM network on web surveys for gen pop. Website at
http://t.co/JaDpwrjU #genpopweb #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 17:04 | CLScohorts

If @soteripa or any of y'all want guidance on the power of digital in social research, get in touch with me or
@shirleyayres #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 17:05 | commutiny

@commutiny @karlwilding someone commented recently that there are fee armchair auditors now than just two
years ago. #sraConf
10-Dec-12 17:07 | _garrilla

A quick post- #sraconf pre- train pint @eustontap well deserved after a good day of conferencing
10-Dec-12 17:25 | LeKeg1

Thoughtful day @ #sraconf. All 3 of us liked ONS presentation. We'd like to see co-creation of data visualisation
eg overlay males/ females.
10-Dec-12 18:04 | SilverDialogue

Fantastic workshop at Brit Lib event: Mike Brace & Mike Smith on use of IPadio as survey tool for people with VI
#sraconf
10-Dec-12 18:17 | TPTgeneral

RT @commutiny: All the big issues of the last 30 years, visualised by @IpsosMORI http://t.co/41jzy5nF HT
@jerrylatter #infographic #SRAconf
10-Dec-12 18:20 | SimonMAtkinson

Thanks & welcome to my & @NSMNSS new followers via #SRAConf & elsewhere today, I'm tweeted out so
apols for not welcoming you personally!
10-Dec-12 18:25 | jess1ecat

RT @tmccormick: @karlwilding @theboysmithy @commutiny #SRAconf: could start w/hashtag, e.g.
#datavizneed, phaps other community structures evolve. @noahi
10-Dec-12 18:40 | commutiny

Interesting day at #SRAConf on social research in digital age. Wanted to hear more about how new technology
can enhance existing surveys
10-Dec-12 19:16 | CLScohorts

Interested in the how, when and why of web surveys for the general population? Follow @GenPopWeb to find out
more #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 19:16 | CLScohorts

RT @commutiny: Aww, we could have had a tweetup with posh booze @SafeMorgan1980 some other time?
#SRAconf
10-Dec-12 20:02 | SafeMorgan1980

@commutiny a tweetup sounds like it could have been fun! Defo some other time #FineWine #SRAConf
10-Dec-12 20:05 | SafeMorgan1980

